
CROSS-PLATFORM CONTENT PLAN
LinkedIn Optimization

Facebook Header

Instagram Templates

YouTube Set-up

Email Newsletter Header



EMAIL & NEWSLETTER
MARKETING

Template creation and / or optimization

Design of email content Build and scheduling of emails 

EMAIL MARKETING SERVICES

                    ▢   2 Monthly 

                    ▢   4 Monthly                     

                    ▢   Custom schedule

Email marketing is a cost-effective and powerful way to reach and engage your audience. 

“More than 34% of the people worldwide use email. That’s about 2.5 billion people and
it is predicted to increase to 2.8 billion email users in the next 2 years making email
marketing  a great  efficient way to build strong customer relationships. 



A strong marketing campaign incorporates video into the mix. We can help you

with your customer testimonials, videos from live events, how-to videos,

explainer videos, corporate training videos, viral (entertainment) videos — the

list goes on. 

The Benefits of Video 

Marketing Video can increase your search engine ranking, click-through rates,

open rates and conversions. YouTube is the second largest search engine

(second to Google). What’s better: YouTube is owned by Google. So that means

a properly tagged video can work wonders for your SEO.

Video Boosts Conversion Rates

57 percent of online consumers are more likely to buy a product they were

considering purchasing after watching a video demonstration of that product.

VIDEO MARKETING



SOCIAL MEDIA:
STRATEGY, PLANNING,
AND EXECUTION

Management of content creation and brand planning  
Procurement of content and editing for style and visualization 
Hashtag identification and aggregation
Assistance identifying like accounts for targeting 
Scheduling of content, with actionable captions, and custom hashtags
Attainable KPI's will be established like increasing following by 300-500 per month
Increased brand presence backed by reporting at the end of each month
Cross collaboration opportunities that increase & drive engagement

SOCIAL MEDIA FOR BUSINESS CAN BE A POWERFUL

TOOL FOR GROWING YOUR AUDIENCE BASE



REVAMP YOUR INSTAGRAM
LAYOUT AND PRESENCE
SAMPLE
BEFORE

SAMPLE
AFTER



Optimizing your linkedin profile involves

properly populating each section and

performing the right activities regularly for

maximum exposure. 

We help make sure you are maximizing usage

of the platform to build your personal brand

presence and boost your digital executive

presence.  

LINKEDIN DIGITAL PRESENCE
LinkedIn is an extremely powerful tool in your Personal Brand tool kit. It’s the ideal

platform to use for professional networking and finding clients. Building an audience for your

personal brand can also help increase exposure for your company, whether you are a

business owner or working for an organization.



Position yourself and your leadership
team as thought leaders by sharing
knowledge and expertise via published
articles on professional websites like
Linkedin. 

LINKEDIN THOUGHT
LEADERSHIP

CONTENT CALENDAR

80% of B2B marketing leads from social media come from LinkedIn.
92% of B2B marketers use LinkedIn over other social networks.
46% of traffic to B2B companies websites comes from LinkedIn.
61 million LinkedIn users are senior level influencers within businesses.
40 million LinkedIn users are decision makers within their company.

Thought leadership is an important part of B2B
content marketing strategy. By communicating
thought leadership you become part of the
conversation and you allow your audience (i.e. potential
donors) to get to know the leadership team and school
initiatives. It is a great tool for driving engagement with
a larger audience of potential supporters and potential
new consulting clients.


